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FOREWORD
The thirteenth session (1961) of the WMO Executive Committee agreed that,
as a matter of general policy, urgent attention should be given to WMO activities
relating to meteorological training with particular, but not exclusive, reference to
the newly-independent States in Africa. 'l'o this end, the Secretary-General was directed
to conduct a survey of the needs of newly-independent States in Africa and, on the basis
of this survey, to submit to the fourteenth session of the Executive Committee a detailed plan to meet these needs. The Committee also authorized the Secretary-General to
appoint a highly qualified and experienced consultant on a temporary basis to assist
the Secretariat in preparing overall plans for WM0 1 s future activities in this field
for submission to the fourteenth session (1962) of the Executive Committee.
In pursuance of these decisions the Secretary-General and the Deputy SecretaryGeneral visited a number of countries in Africa during the latter half of 1961 to stud,y
the existing training programmes and the estimated requirements in these countries.
Further, Professor ,J. Van Mieghem, who agreed to serve as a consultant on meteorological
training, prepared three reports including one entitled "Plan for the development of
professional meteorological training in Africa", making use of the information collected
as a result of the survey mentioned above. 'l'he recommendations contained in the Plan
prepared by Professor Van Mieghem were examined by the third session (Addis Ababa, 1962)
of Regional Association I (Africa) and subsequently by the fourteenth session of the
Executive Committee (1962) when a final plan ·f.or m~teorological training in Africa was
approved which follows. closely the recommendations made by Professor Van Mieghem (see
Annex IX of the present report). As the report presented useful information, the Committee also decided that it should be published and distributed to Members of Regional
Association I in the following manner. ~he Secretary-General was directed to distribute
the report together with a summary of the proposals made for meteorological training in
Africa to Members inviting them to send their comments on the report, as well as amendments, if any, to the information appearing in the annexes to the report concerning
their respective countries. 't'he Committee decided that the report, amended in the light
of information received from Members, together with a summary of their comments, should
be re-issued as an "Information Report" to Members of Regional Association I. These
directives of the Executive Committee have been complied with and the report, as amended
by Professor Van Mieghem, is issued herewith. To avoid any misunderstanding as to the
status of the report, it should be mentioned here that the Executive Committee decided
that it should have a provisional status and that while distributing it to Members, it
should be indioa·~ed that the classification scheme proposed by Professor Van Mieghem is
just one possible solution of the problem, and is not endorsed by the Committee.
I should like to take this opportunity of expressing to Professor Van Mieghem
the sincere appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for this valuable
report on a subject which is of particular importance to Regional Association I
(Africa).

[5~·

.. :=-------

---

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General

PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL
METEOROLOGICAL TRAINING IN AFRICA
1.

INTRODUCTION

The development plan examined in this r~aport is based on the general principles
listed in the report* entitled "The Problem of Professional Training of Meteorological
Staff of all Grades in the Less-developed Countries" (see· paragraphs 4 and 8, in particular).
To formula.te such a plan in full detail, we must know

1

(i)

Number of Africans who have received the requisite basic training for meteorological ins·hrucUon;

(ii)

Requirements in Africa for meteorological staff of all grades1

(iii)

Opportunities provided by the existing instruction network in Africa.

On (i), :no information whatever is available. As regard~;~ (H), the repl-ies-to the Secretariat questionnaire on professional training in meteorology have been
collated and are reproduced in the table in Annex I. As regai•ds ( iii), Annex II
contains useful information on the present state of professional meteorological training
in Africa. With a view ·to formulating the development plan it is also interesting to
examine closely the synoptic table (Annex III) and the chart (Annex IV)** of professional
meteorological training centres in Africa. li'ina11y 1 Annex V contains in the form of a
table and notes; a bird 1 s eye view of centres of higher education in mathematics, physics
and meteorology in Africa.
We shall endeavour to formulate a development plan forprofesaional meteorological training in Africa in the light of the principles listed in the above-mentioned
report and of the practical information in Annexes I to V.
2.

NErWORK OF UNIVERSITY METEOROLOGICAL 'PRAINING CENTRES (CLASS I)

From information available to the WMO Secretariat, it would appear that Cairo
University is the only one in Africa giving degrees in mathematics or physics followed
by postgraduate meteorological courses in English. From the p.oint of view of meteorological instrucMon at university level, the situation in North-East Africa is therefore
very satisfactory.

2.1

Since the university staff of the UAR Meteorological Service has reached
saturation point and since, in addition, the Director of this Service intends to set up
within the framework of the Service, in collaboration with Cairo University, a Meteorological Research Institute, it would appear advisable to strengthen postgraduate meteorological instruction at Cairo University by making i t a two-year course. The second
year would be solely devoted to seminar work and to the preparation of a monograph, and
would thus serve for initiation into research and into work for a doctorate.
2.2
At Algiers University, which is organized on French lines, mathematics and
physics can be studied in French and degrees in either or both obtained. Moreover,
this University•s Faculty of Sciences has a Meteorology and Terrestrial Physics Institute, the latter being a research institute which does not at present provide any
* Published as WMO Technical Note No. 50
**Not reproduced.
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instruction. Currently, meteorology students in Algiers go to Paris University or to
the National School of Meteorology (Paris). Postgraduate meteorological instruction in
the Algiers Meteorology and Terrestrial Physics Institute would seem to be a logical
suggestion, which one hopes can. be implemented as soon as possible.

2.3

The list of higher education centres in Tropical Africa (Annex V) makes it
clear that instruction in mathematics and physics must be strengthened and expanded as
quickly as possible. International funds (from UNESCO, for instance) should be placed
at the 'disposal of African universities. WMO should draw UNESCO's attention to this
very serious state of affairs in view of the importance of mathematics and physics nothing if not fundamental sciences - in instruction for observational sciences and :,for
experimental and theoretical sciences. Here, let us remember that meteorology is both
observational and theoret±oal and, in some respects, experimental as well.
Africa, like any other region, cannot do without postgraduate meteorological
instruction, which should come after instruction in mathematics and physics. Therefore,
we should first strengthen the latter disciplines in a limited number of universities
in Tropical Africa- as a·beginning in at least two universities 1 French-speakingSenegal University at Dakar and English-speaking- University College of East Africa
(Makerere College, Kampala, Uganda).

2.3.1

Dakar University gives certificates in mathematics and physics! the Faculty
of Sciences also has a Meteorological Physics Institute mainly concerned with radiation.
The Dean of the Faculty of Sciences wishes to steer his Insti tut.e towards research in
tropical meteorology and the training of higher cadres for.French-speaking African
countries' meteorological services. Relations between the Meteorological Physics Institute and the Senegal Meteorological Service are excellent. The Service itself has a
radiosonde and rawinsonde station at Dakar-Ovakam1 this aerological station is fully
equipped. The wish of the .Dean of the Faculty of Sciences at Dakar University could
therefore be fulfilled by instituting postgraduate meteorological instruction in this
Faoulty 1 s Meteorological Physics Institute. The University would then require the
support of an international foundation whioh would take under its wing certain courses,
the instruction material and fellowships (see 2.4). Could not WMO find the necessary
funds 'for paying the salary of at least a professor of meteorology to complete the
academic body of the Dakar University Faculty of Sciences and for sending fellowship
holders and instruction material to Dakar ?
2.3.2
The University College of East Africa, one of the oldest universities in
Tropical Africa (see Annex V) with firmly established university traditions, gives
physics courses. It also has an Agronomy Faculty giving climatology courses. According
to the World of Learning for the academic year 1958-1959, this University has no professor of mathematics which, of course, does not mean that there are no mathematics
courses •. It is indeed hard to conceive of physics courses without at least a course in
general mathematics. Be that as it may, physics and mathematics instruction at the
Uni.versi ty College of East .Africa must first be strengthened and then meteorology instruction built up from the existing climatology course. The former task is UNESC0 1 s
province, the latter WMO's. WMO should provide funds for recruiting a professor of
m teorology and endowing Uganda University with study fellowships and instruction
material.
2.4
In order to attract university students to careers in meteorology as much as
possible, consideration should be given to a possible system of study fellowships enabling gifted young people to study mathematics or physics in order to obtain a degree in
one of them. But, in accepting these fellowships, the beneficiaries should undertake
to commence postgraduate studies in meteorology after their degree and then, after
passing the final examination, to enter their countries' Meteorological Services.

3
NETWORK OF REGIONAL TRAINING CENTRES FOR PROFESSIONAL METEOROLOGISTS
(CLASSES II AND III)
3.1
The situation in North-East Africa can be considered relatively satisfactory.
The UAR Meteorological Department has under it a national centre for professional training of staff of Classes III and IV (see Annexes II and III) which takes foreign pupils
who can follow the courses in Arabic or English . It should be pointed out that the
Cairo Meteorological Department does not use Class II staff, the relevant functions
being carried out by Class I staff.
3.2
The situation in North-West Africa appears at first sight to be more than
satisfactory since there are two aeronautics centres (Tunis and Casablanca) each managed
by the respective national authorities under ICAO auspices, thanks to the assistance in
both case of Special Fund projects (see Annexes II, III and IV) . These centres appear
to give largely the same courses in meteorology (namely Classes III and IV) and both
are situated in similar ethnographic and linguistic regions. Therefore, if the question of sites for regional centres in Africa is considered solely from the aspect of
professional training in meteorology, the conclusion is immediately reached that hro
regional centres in this part of Afrlca constitute a duplication of effort. Consequently,
only one centre would be required, but it would provide training for Classes II and III .
Alternatively, one might undertake Class II training and the other Class III, but even
this arrangement would be less preferable to a single centre dealing with both. It is
understood that the Moroccan Government has already intimated its wish to extend the
training at the Casablanca Centre to include Class II .
It is understood that following the introduction of ICAO Special Fund Projects
in both countries, in one case the responsibility for the meteorological instructor has
passed from WMO to ICAO. This is considered to be a retrograde step. For reasons al-:ready explained in the previous report, it is believed that WMO should have complete
responsibility in this field in developing countries. It would therefore seem that the
Executive Committee should reconsider the ICAO/WMO Working Arrangements and negotiate
new Arrangements which would safeguard in full the rights of WMO in regard to professional training in meteorology in developing countries .

3.3
Let us now consider the region generally known as Tropical Africa. We should
distinguish here between, on the one hand, the training of staff in Category A of
Classes III and II and, on the other, that of Category B of Classes III and II (see
paragraphs 7.2 and 7.3 or sub-paragraph 9 of paragraph 9 of the Report on "The Problem
of Professional Training of Meteorological Staff of all Grades in Developing Countries'' •
This distinction is justified, firstly, because there are already regional centres for
professional training of staff of Category A of Class III (see Annexes III and IV) and,
secondly, because of the paucity of the aerological stations and radiation stations in
the networks in Tropical Africa (see Annexes IV and VII)*. The apparently concomitant
absence of a training centre for staff in Category B of Class Ill is another factor.
This region should have at least four regional centres for training III (A)
and II (A) staff - two French-s peaking, at Niamey and Leopoldville and two Englishspeaking, at Nairobi and Lagos and at least one regional centre for training III (B)
and II (B) staff at Douala (Cameroon) . The reasons for selecting these five pla.ces
follow. First, it is pointed out that three (Leopoldville, Lagos and Nairobi) have
professional training centres in meteorology, while for two (Lagos and Nairobi),

*

To obtain a precise idea of the aerological network, only the blackened circles and
triangles need be considered. The pilot- balloon(black square) can provide reliable
data only with the bistatic method; moreover, it can be launched only in a clear or
slightly cloudy sky (Annex VI is not reproduced).
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projects for regional centres have already been elaborated. Moreover, it was decided
that the regional centre at Dakar should be moved at once to Niamey; CEl.meroon is prepared to grant hospitality to a regional centre.
Finally, it may be mentioned that this proposed regional centre network will
not, in general, extend south of the 10°S parallel; the reason for thia is the lack of
information, in January 1962, which would have enabled suitable proposals for this part
of Southern Africa to be formulated.
3.3.1
There is a regional centre, created and operated by ASECNA, at Dakar*! it
trains Class IV and III (A) staff. If co-operation between ASECNA (see Annex II, note
at page 10) and WMO could be established, this centre could easily be changed and
e.xpanded to cater to the training of III (A) and II (A) staff of French-speaking African
countries' meteorological servi.ces. WM.O could recruit instructors, send instruction
material and grant study fellowships.
l!"'urthermore, after the proclamation of the independence of Congo (Leopoldville),
WMO created at Binza (Leopoldville), thanks to ONUC financial assistance, a School of
Meteorology ·to train staff of Classes III and IV (See Annex II).
3.3.2
Nairobi and Lagos have national schools for training Class IV and III (A)
staff. The Director of the Nairobi Meteorological Service submitted to WMO a plan for
creating, within the framework of EPTA regional projects, a regional meteorology school
for the professional training of II, III (A) and II (A) staff, as well as III (B) operators of radiosonde and rawinsonde stations. This plan, which is very well conceived and very detailed, should be adopted. Furthermore, a centre for meteorological
analysis of weather charts and a meteorological telecommunications centre for Equatorial
Africa will soon be set up in Nairobi. Similarly; the NigerianMeteo:rological Service
has prepared a project for setting up in 1963, at Oshodi (Lagos) a regional meteorology
centre for training, in both English and French, Class III and IV staff and has submitted it to WMO. The Nigerian Government has also submitted to the Special Fund a
project for creating, under ICAO auspices, a bilingual aeronau·tios training cent.re
which is to give meteorology courses at the level of Classes III and II. It is proposed
that English-speaking regional centres for training III (A) and II (A) staff be set up
at Nairobi and Lagos. Here, too, WMO should recruit instructors, send instruction
material and grant study fellowships.
However, it is difficult to support the proposal that the centre at Lagos
should be bilingual. First, this would not be a saving, since both the number of instructors and the instruction material would have to be duplicated. Each class would,
in effect, have to have its own instruction material. As for bilingual instructors,
they are in fact rarely, even very rarely, perfectly bilingual. Instructors speaking
correctly and fluently two such different languages as French and English are even more
rare. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that French and English are foreign languages
for African students and that it would not be wise to add to the students' problems by
sending them to an instructor whom they cannot understand. Indeed, basic training is
entailed here, not supplementary training for initiates.
3.3.3
Douala has a well-organized meteorological telecommunications centre receiving
around. the clock RTT emissions from Duns table and Ste Assise and equipped with other
reception bays for teleprinters which permit (or will soon permit) reception from Dakar,
Kano, Algiers and Cairo. Moreover, the establishment of a facsimile network is contemplated. Also, the Cameroon Meteorological Service has a radiosonde_and rawinsonde
station, a panoramic radar and a station for measuring total radiation. tt- sh.ouln be

*

This centre will soon be moved to Niamey.
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pointed out - a unique case in Africa, in our opinion - that the Class IV staff have
reached saturation point. This concentration of meteorological material at Douala, the
relatively easy circumstances of the meteorological services' executive staff lead us
to propose the creation in this city of a regional centre for training Category B s taff
in Classes Ill and II. Unfortunately, no definite project along these lines has yet
been put forward. It is nonetheless true that such a centre would meet a real need 1
we only have to examine the letters written by Directors of African Services to the
Secretary-General of WMO on their concern at the .lack of staff qualified in the various
specialities, particularly instruments. In particular, the creation of this specialized
centre is essential if the establishment and maintenance of observation and meteorological telecommunications networks in Africa is to come about . Here it may be noted
that ICAO does not devote much attention to the training of staff specializing in instruments (radiosonde, rawinsonde, radiation) in existing aviation centres although it
is understood that a centre for radiosonde and rawinsonde training may be established
by ICAO. In this connexion, I wish to stress the fundamental need, in meteorology, for
a network of radiation measurement stations. However, the ICAO attitude is natural and
understandable, for that Organization is interested in met eorology insofar as it contributes directly to the protection of aviation, and in the observation network insofar
as the latter provides data of value to aviation.
That is why WMO should prepare a project for cre ating in Tropical Africa a
regional centre for training III (B) and II (B) st aff.
Finally, in view of the importance of the aerological network and the diversity of the sonde materials used, radiosonde and rawinsonde techniques should be taught
at the Nairobi regional centre whose creation was recommended above (see paragraph
3.3.2). In any case, this proposal conforms to the project prepared by the Nairobi
Meteorological Service in the light of the region's needs.
3.4

Each regional centre should organize

(i)

Refresher courses (se e paragraph 8.6 of the above-mentioned report); and

(ii)

Advanced courses to enable Class IV and Ill staff to move up a class.

1

Regional centres should also train instructors (see paragraph 8.5 of the said
report), particularly for national centres.

3.5
It falls to \fMO to find money for granting study fellowships to the cream of
Class IV (or III) staff of African meteorological services so that they may attend
courses at regional centres with a view to promotion to Class Ill (or II).
NETWORK OF NATIONAL TRAINING CENTRES FOR PROFESSIONAL METEOROLOGISTS
(CLASS IV)
At present, the following countries have training centres for observers
(Class IV) & British East Africa (national funds), Congo-Brazzaville (ASECNA), CongoLeopoldville (ONUC-WMO), Ethiopia (national funds), Ghana (idem), Madagascar (idem),
Mali (idem), Casablanca ( FS-ICAO ), Nigeria (EPTA-WMO), United Arab Republic (national
funds), Rhodesia (idem), Senegal (ASECNA), Sierra Leone (national funds), Sudan (idem),
Tunisia (FS-ICAO) and South Africa (national funds).
In principle, each national meteorological service should organize a training
centre for observers. WMO should, within the limits of its budget, assist national
services to create these centres. The amount of WMO financial assistance should be
determined by the considerable and pressing needs of Africa, particularly Tropical
Africao .Small countries such as Togo and Dahomey should, of course, co-ordinate their
efforts and set up only one training centre (Class IV level).
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BASIC KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED FOR RECRUITMENT AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF METEOR0LOGIOAL STAFF IN AFRICA

5.1
These education levels are to be found in paragraph 7 of the above-mentioned
Report for grades I to IV inolusive. In view of the present state of education in
Afrioai it would be unreasonable and unrealistic to insist on the strict application of
the levels laid down in the Report. So, as a transitional measure for Africa, whenever
candidates cannot be recruited at the levels laiQ. down in Report No. 1*, we propose the
following levels 1
Class I

Degree in mathematics or physics, or diploma from a major school or
university 1

Class II

Complete secondary education (baccalaureat in science);

9_1 ass I1.!.

Secondary education at thirc'L-year level or higher primary education!

Class IV

Complete primary

education~

5.2
If these levels are accepted, WMO should approach UNESCO with a view to the
adaptation by African schools of various levels o.f their syllabi to the req_uirements
for competitions for entry into national meteorological services and the inclusion of
meteorology in science syllabi (particularly in physics and geography in lycees and
technical colleges) - (see a.bove-mentioned Report, paragraph 3).

5.3
Accepting the above education levels for recruits will, of course, entail
organizing supplementary mathematics and physics courses in professional training
centres for Class II, III and IV staff. So we recommend calling on mathematics and
physics teachers in the local lyoees and technical colleges and granting them special
vacations to teach in the training centres. Lowering the education levels for recruits
will also entail lengthening the meteorology courses. So we propose the following
periods for the theoretical courses, the exercises of the theoretical courses and the
pra-tioal work 1
Class I
Class II

two years
two years

Class III
Class IV

10 to 12 months
6 to 8 months (12 months, if necessary)

These periods do not include probationary periods at the level of Classes I to IV.
These proposed periods are merely a general indication! if it should be found
that there are serious deficiencies in the general education of candidates, the periods
should be increased.

5.4

The national centre instructor training Class IV staff should, in principle,
·teach, not merely those parts of meteorology that an observer should know, but also
some mathematics and physics. There should be one instructor per 20 pupils. Assistantinstructors, to be selected from among the best observers in the service, shall handle
i;he class-room exercises and the practical work at stations. There should be one
assistant-instructor per ten pupils.
The teaching body in regional centres for training Category A staff at Class
III and II levels should comprise a a mathematics teacher, a physics teacher, two
meteorology (theory and observation) teac-hers. Regional centres for ·training Category
B staff at Class III and II levels should have a a mathematics teacher, a teacher of
physics and electronics, a telecommunications engineer, a teacher of experimental
physics speoializ:l.ng in meteorological instruments (surface and upper air) • The assistant-instructors are to be selected from among the most qualified and experienced meteorological staff in the region. There will, in principle, be one assistant per .course.

*

Published as Technical Note No. 50.
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5.5
We do not consider i t out of place to inolude here some peda.gogio and me·thodologioal advioe inspired by reading several reports by WMO instructors (see also paragraph 4 of .Annexes I to IV in the above-mentioned Re~ort).
The ex-oa;thedra teaching of results without any demonstration or explanation
must be avoided at all costs, for this does not have any training value. Nothing should
be taken for granted 1 i f need be, anything of whioh the pupils may be ignorant should
be explained in its fundamentals. Similarly, it is wrong to refrain from a theoretical
explanation, even if the theory is very abstruse 'of entails concepts unknown to the
pupils. Here 9 intuitive and simple explanations, full of imagination, are called for'
1.n other words, a heuristic explanation adapted t6 the pupils' educational level.
Lessons should thus be amply illustrated through lantern slides, ()harts, diagrams, eto.,
and the instructor should show, so far as possible, suitable insh•uoUonal films. The
abstraot oonoepts should be taught in small doses and in order of increasing difficulty.
Through exercises repeated at regular intervals the instructor should make sure that
the pupils have understood these concepts and will know how to apply them. Theory
lessons, olass-room exercises, laboratory experiments and observations in stations
should be staggered in suoh a way that these various forms of instruction complement
each other. There should be a written or verbal examination eaoh week according to the
subject or whether exercises of theory lessons are involved. So the instructor w:l.ll
see if his pupils are following his explanations and will also discover which oonoepts
were insufficiently grasped. Finally, teaohers should distribute to pupils the text of
thei.r lessons. Indeed, most pupils cannot do without a written course.

5.6
In view of the great laok of highly qualified meteorological staff, professional-type training of such staff should be authorized in Afrioa. In order to avoid
any misunderstanding, we do not mean by that, promotion by seniority to the highest
grade for 11 good and loyal service", whioh in a scientific service could only lead ·bo
deplorable results. We mean rather that every staff member giving proof of his ability
and industriousness should be able to rise to the grade immediately above. Every
capable staff member should reoei ve paid leave to enable him to at·tend oourses - studying a major problem or doing research. Promotion to the grade immediately above could
oome about after ten years' service (in the case of promotion from III ·~o II) and after
passing an examination before a jury, which should judge the candidate's knowledge or
the value of his scientific work.
6.

CONCLUSION

6.1

Network of University Meteorological Trainin~ C~~res (~lass I)

6.1.1

In view of the creation in the near future of a Meteorological Research Institute within the framework of the U.AR Meteorological Service, it is proposed that the
length of the postgraduate meteorology course at Cairo Uni vers1. ty be doubl.ed 9 the second.
year being devoted solely to seminar work and the preparation of a monograph (see paragraph 2.1).
However, this proposal does not meet with the approval of the Permanent
Representative of the UAR, who is fully satisfied with the present situation.

6.1.2

It is recommended that a postgraduate meteorology course be instituted within
the Meteorology and Terrestrial Physics Institute of Algiers University (see pa.ragraph

2.2).
6.1.3

Advanoed instruction in mathematics and physios in Tropi.oal Africa should be
strengthened as quickly as possible. WMO should make urgent representations to UNESCO
(see paragraph 2.3).
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6.1.4
It is suggested that postgraduate meteorology courses be organized within the
Meteorological Physics Institute at Dakar University (Senegal). WMO should find the
necessary funds to pay the salary of, at least, a professor of meteorology and for
send.ing fellowship holders and instruction material to Dakar (see paragraph 2.3.1).
This suggestion meets with the approval of the interested parties.
6.1.5
We recommend strengthening physics and mathematics instruction at the University College of East Africa (Kampala, Uganda); WMO should approach UNESCO. Then a
postgraduate meteorology course should be instituted using as a nucleus the climatology
course at the Agronomy Faculty. WMO should provide funds for recruiting a professor of
meteorology and endowing the University College of Uganda with study fellowships and
instruction material (see paragraph 2.3.2).
Bri-tish East Africa would be pleased if one of its uni vera i ties were to be
endowed with a Chair of Meteorology.
6.1.6
In order to obtain the required university meteorological staff a system of
study fellowships meeting the conditions in paragraph 2.4 should be established.
The Members of Regional Association I welcomed this sugg.estion.
6.2

centres for

rofessional meteorolo ists

6.2.1
As regards this network, the situation in North-East Africa may be considered
more or less satisfactory (see paragraph 3.1).
However, Sudan does not share this view.
6.2. 2
We strongly recommend the merging of the North-West African centres of
Casablanca and Tunis; the resulting sole centre to train Category A and B staff in
Classes III and II (see paragraph 3'.2).
·
This suggestion does not meet with the approval of Tunisia.
6.2 •.?,
We propose the creation of four regional centres for training III (A) and
II (A) staff - two French-speaking, at Niamey and Leopoldville, and two English-speaking,
at Nairobi and Lagos, and at least one regional centre for training III (B) and II (B)
staff at Douala (see paragraphs 3 .3.1 to 3.3.3). Moreover, radiosonde and rawinsonde
techniques should be taught at the Nairobi Regional Centre (see paragraph 3.3.3).
This proposal takes account of the desiderata of Regio.nal Association I. The
latter, however, feels that each regional centre should be integrated, that is, it
should also have facilities for training specialists in instruments and methods of
observation, including radiosonde and rawinsonde operations.
6.2.4
Each regional centre should organize refresher and advanced courses (see paragraph 3.4).
Regional Association I signified its agreement with this proposal.
6.2.5
I t falls to WMO to find money for granting study fellowships to the cream of
Class IV (or III), so that they may attend courses at regional centres with a view to
promotion to Class III (or II).
This proposal meets with the approval of Regional Association I.

9
6.2.6
The WMO Executive Committee should reconsider'the WMO/ICAO agreement and
negotiate a new agreement saf.eguarding all WMO rights in respect of professional training of meteorological staff in developing countries (see paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3.3).
6.2. 7
It would not be advisable to create a bilingual regional centre in Troplcal
Africa (see paragraph 3.3.2).
Regional Association I signified its agreement with this recommendation.
centres for

rofessional meteorolo ists

In principle each national meteorological service should organize a centre
for training observers! WMO should give the requisite assistance to national meteorological services.
6.4

Basic knowledse required for recruitment and professional
logical staff in Africa

trainin~

of meteoro-

6.4.1
The requisite education level for recruits should be lowered somewhat (see
paragraph 5.1) but, in compensation, the courses could be lengthened in order to enable
training centres to fill the gaps in their pupils' general education (see paragraph

5·3).
Regional Association I agrees in principle with this proposal.
6.4.2
WMO should approach UNESCO with a view to the adaptation by African schools
of various levels of their syllabi to the requirements for entrjr into national Meteorological Services and the inclusion of meteorology in science syllabi (see paragraph
5.2).
Regional Association I signified its agreement with this proposal.
6.4.3
Some practical indications should be obtained about the numbers of the teaching bo~ in professional training centres for meteorology (see paragraph 5.4), as well
as some practical advice of a pedagogic and methodological nature (see paragraph 5.5).
6.4.4
We recommend that professional-type training of highly qualified staff be
authorized in Africa (see paragraph 5.6).

Geneva, 15 January 1962.
(revised in October-November 1962
and in January 1963)
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Annex II

AF-RICAN CENTRES FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN METEOROLOGY
(Situation in September 1962)

Algeri~•.

The Algiers Univeraity Faculty of Soiences·has a Meteorology and Terrestrial
Physics Insti.t~te which~ in its turn, has an observatory at Tamanrasset. This'institute
does not at pres~nt give any instruction; H is solely concerned with research in
seismology, . gravimetry t }errest:rial magnetism 1 telluric currents and meteorology.
Britis!J:
}llast Afrio~tn
Territori~s
{Nairobi).
·......
· .... ,_.
. ·•
.
'

a

There if!
national school for training in English Class IV and III meteorologists (National Training School for Technical Auistants), that is, observers and
assistant meteorologists. The school can take 15 pupils per ·three-month term; it
accepts English-apeaking foreign pupils.
The Nairobi Meteoro).ogicl'!-1 Service prepared a project for creating in 1963 a
Meteorology School for professional training of Class IV, Ifi and II staff, that ia,
observers (Class IV), radiosOr].de ar.d :rawinsonde station operators (Class III D), assistant .foreCal\lters (CJ,.as!ll HI A) and forecasters (Class II). M9reover, the school would
organize refresher oour!i!leS for wo.rking staff. The school is expected to open in early
1964. There will be four annual termt:~ for training Class IV and III staff due to the
maximum of .20 p~pils per term, while for Class II staff there will be successive terms
of two to three years ~ maxim~m of 10 pupils per term.
The sy:).labus for Cl~ss II staff will include mathematics and physics. The project
makes provision for 1
-

2
1
2
2

instructors for training observers,
instructor for training radiosonde and rawinsonde station operators,
instructors for training foreoas·ters (mathematics, physics and meteorology),
assistant instructors.
~ (Douala) ( 0 )

There is no meteorology school in Cameroon. The professional training of the
three lowest grades ("agents journaliers", "aides-meteorologistes" and "assistants-meteorologistes" - the latter, the highest of the three, corresponding more or less to Class IV)
takes place at the Douala Meteorological Centre. There are no advanced courses for
enabling working staff to ni.ove up a· grade. The three highest grades (technical assistants, "ingenieurs des trav:aux meteorologiques" and "ingenieurs de la meteorologie")
correspond, refi1pectively, to Classes III, II and I and are trained abroad (Class III at
the Tunis School, III, II and I at the St. Cyr School). Later on French-speaking
Cameroon fellowship hol~ers can be sent to the schools at Brazzaville, Casablanca,
Dakar, St. Cyr or Tunis.
Cameroon requires other types of training course·s 1 ( i) maintenance, repair and·
calibration of meteorological instruments; ( ii) climatology-; ( ii:l.) applications of
radio-electricity and radar to meteorology.
Central Afri9an Republic ( 0 )
No information available.
( 0 )

See note at the end of the annex.
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Chad ( 0 )
No information available.
Co~ (Brazzaville) ( 0 )

A School of Meteorology of the same type as at Dakar will open on 1 February 1962,
that is, it will train executive staff (Class IV). I t will be financed by ASECNA and
will be able to offer about 25 places. The oourf;\es will last four months with, if
need be, four-month preparatory courses. The higher grades will be trained in. France.
Con~ (Leopoldville)

A School of Meteorology for training Class IV and III staff has just been
established at Bin~a w:!. th ONUC .assistance. Furthermore, courses will shortly be organized at Stanleyville and Kamina for training Class IV staff, for which the courses will
last four months. The Binza School opened on 4 April 1961. Two instructors are WMO
experts. The pupils were selected from among the most gifted 11 Agents 11 of the Meteorological Service, the qualification being completed secondary studies or, at least, four
years of post-school instruction. The complete training course comprises three terms
and two terms of practical training a
let term t Five months s mathematics, physics, meteorology and general education 17 pupils followed thif;l course from April to August 1961 1
2nd term t One month t observation of meteorological phenomena, coding and decoding of
messages, plotting of charts and diagrams - 14 pupils followed this course in September
1961;
3rd term s Six months 1 the ICAO course for 3rd-class forecasters (see ICAO Instruction
~ua.l, Part 7) - 14 pupils are following this course (October 1961 to March 1962);
let E_eriod of practical trainin5 t Thre.e months 1 at African or European aerodrome,
practical work in chart analysis and weather forecasting - April to June 1962;
End E_eriod of practical training 1 Six months 1 at Forecasting Service at Leopoldville
or Stanleyville, synoptic analysis of charts and forecasting under the supervision of
a WMO expert -July to December 1962.
A dozen ICAO-type 3rd class forecasters (see above Manual) will thus be available
in January 1963. It is hoped that it will be possible later on to entrust the best
ones with the duties of 2nd-class ICAO forecaster.
The courses will recommence in April 1962 •.
The Government of the Republic of the Congo wants the Binza School to become a
regional centre. The school does have suitable sites (two lecture-halls, each containing 40 seats) and adequate meteorological and geophysical installat:ions; it could make
living q,uar·ters in the vicinity of the school available to ins true tors.
The Congolese Air Force is thinking of creating an Observers' School (Class IV)
in order to replace the civilians at military bases by service-men. The military
observers would be under military administration but would depend on the Leopoldville
Meteorological Service for their technical requirements.
Dahof!!..~ (Cotonou) ( 0 )

The Dahomey Meteorological Service does not train its own staff;
national school. Class IV staff are trained at the Dakar School (eight
Class III at the Casablanca School or the St. Cyr School and Classes II
St. Cyr. On return to Dahomey, the probationer pupils undergo a year's

there is no
months),
and I at
probation.
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At present, the Meteorological Service employs staff one grade lower than Class IV, but
these are destined to disappear through elimination or integration into higher grades.
Aside from direct acoess to all grades, promotion to the grade immediately above is
subject to a degree of seniority in the lower grade. Those concerned attend courses
abroad; so, for example, to move from Class IV to Class III, candidates attend courses
at the Dakar School. The training language is French.
Consideration is being given to the possible training of staff for maintenance
and repair of instruments and of agrometeorologic'al staff. Dahomey has a School of
Agriculture which will soon be transferred from Porto-Novo to Godome and which gives a
fairly extensive oourse in climatology, including 'a considerable amount of general
meteorology. The transfer will be simultaneous with the transformation of the school
into a rural lycee~ which means that there will be henceforth six years of secondary
instruction (technical baccalaureat based on agriculture) instead of three years of
secondary instruction. An extension of the meteorological course is being contemplated.
Ethiopia (Addis Ababa)
The Addis Ababa Meteorological Service employs staff of Classes II to IV but
still lacks some specialists (instruments, agro- and bydrometeorology). There is a
national school for training Class IV meteorologists. The course lasts 6 months. The
instruction is in English, with explanations in Amharic. There are places for 20 pupils.
Training on the spot of Class III and II staff is impossible without the help of a WMO
expert and instruc·tion material.
'l'he school takes foreign English-speaking students.
its national school into a regional one.
~

Ethiopia wants to change

(Libreville) (o)

The staff of the Meteorological Service is divided into categories A, B, C, D, E;
the first four correspond to the four olaases in Report No. l (WMO Technical Note No. 50).
The difficulty of recruiting staff at the level of Category D (Class IV) led to the
creation of Category E, in which persons appointed, through competition to posts as
"aide-operateur-meteorologiste" or as "aide-operateur-radio-electricien" (the lower
grade in Category E) receive an initiation into meteorology over a period of several
years. These persons are promoted by competition to the grade of "aide-meteorologiste"
or "aide-radio-electrician" (the higher grade in Category E) then, finally,to Catego:r.y
D (Class IV). To move from the lower grade in Category E to Category D, a minimum of
eight years' practical work in meteorology is required.
Staff of Classes I, II and III are at present trained at the Ecole de la Meteorologie Natio.nale (Paris); however, a school for training Class III staff will very shortJy
be opening in Niamey (see Niger).
The Brazzaville School organizes, annually and for each State in former French
4 months of duration for Categories D (Class IV)
and E and, in addition, training periods of 8 months (Category D or Class IV).
E~1atorial Africa, advanced training of
~ (Acora)

There is a national school for training Class IV meteorologists. 'rhe instruction
is in English. Since 1962, meteorological assistants (Class III) have been receiving
instruction in synoptic meteorology and climatology locally. It is hoped that it will
soon prove possible to provide locally a course in synoptic meteorology (weathel" forecasting), in order to train forecasters, who are urgently required in Ghana. Under
presen·t circumstances, Class I staff must be trained abroad. However, the Ac11ra Cenb"e's
courses have been organized in such a way as to enable young candidates to enr-ol in a
weather forecasting course in England in 1963.
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Guinea (Conakry)
There is no national school for meteorology, The two lowest grades "aide-meteo•
rologiate 11 and "meteorologiate-aaaiatant" . .,. the latter, being the higher, corresponds
to Class IV- are trained within the Service. The Service should have an instructor
for this purpose. The courses are organized with the assistance of secondary school
teachers, who are in charge of lessons in mathematics and physics for agent staff
(Class IV), the object being to enable the latter to compete for promotion to technical
assistant ("adjoint techni.que) (Class III). Personnel of. Classes II and I must go
abroad for their training- France, Morocco, Canada or Switzerland.
Guinea supports in principle the creation of a regional c.entre, but its eventual
site is a matter for discussion.
Ivor;y Coast (Abidjan) ( 0 )
There is no national school of meteorology. The "Agents", who are instructed at
their place of work and called meteorologist-clerks, are of a training level below Class
IV. They prepare for the examination for promotion to the grade immediately above assistant meteorologist (approximately Class IV) - at their place of work also. The
hi.gher classes are trained at the Dakar Meteorology School (executive staff) and at the
Paris School (higher grades).
.
The Abidjan Meteorological Service, on its own initiative, organized at the
Technical College general training courses preparing, inter alia, for competitions for
entry into the higher grades of the Meteorological $ervice. The heads of the college
have agreed to adjust the courses preparing for competitions for entry into Government
service to the syllabi laid down by the Meteorological Service. The training language
is French.
Liberia
No information available.
Lib_.la
Class IV staff are trained within the service, but it is hoped that it 1-Till soon
prove possible to create a national centre for professional training in Meteorology.
Madagascar (Tananarive) ( 0 )
There is an observers• school (Class IV) which functions according to needs.
Mali (Bamako) ( 0 )
There is a national school for training 11 aides-meteorologistes" (of a grade
definitely below Class IV) and assistants (of approximately Class IV training level).
The higher grades are trained in France.
Consideration is being given to the possible creation at Bamako"of a Civil
Aeronautics School, including a Meteorology Section. The instruction language will be
French. This school will duplicate the one projected for Niamey (see Niger); however,
it should be pointed out that the transfer of the Dakar School to Bamako or Niamey is
another possibility.
Mauritania ( o)
The organization in February 1962 of a rapid training course for 30 observers
(Class IV) is being contemplated.
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Mauritius
No

available information.

Morocco
Thanks to EPTA (WMO) and to bilateral French aid, the Government set up at
Casablanca a School of Meteorology for training Class IV and III meteorologists. But
bilateral French aid stopped on 1 September 1961. However, thanks to the Moroccan
Government, the school opened at the beginning of September. Since the French bilateral
aid expert accepted a contract from the Moroccan Government, the Class III and IV meteorology courses continued without interruption. This expert is in charge of training
Class IV staff. The Government requested the Secretary-General of WMO to grant this
expert the status of WMO expert.
ICAO set up in Morocco, as from 1 January 1962, under the Special Fund, a professional training centre for aeronautical meteorology incorporating the above-mentioned
School of Meteorology.
The Special Fund only provides for one expert in meteorology, to be in charge of
training Class III staff.
The Class III meteorology courses last one year and can take 20 pupils. The
Class IV courses last seven months and can take 20 pupils. About one-third of available
places at the centre will be for French-speaking pupils from other African countries.
Around 100 assistants are needed.
Consideration is being given to the possible institution in the relatively near
future in this centre of a course.for training assistant forecasters (Class III) from
among "Agents" (Class IV), and meteorological operations engineers (Class II) from
among technical assistants (Class III), as well as a course for training radiosonde
specialists.
Executive staff (Classes IV and III) of the Moroccan Meteorological Service are
at present being trained at the Casablanca School, while the higher grades (Classes I
and II) are trained at the Meteorologie Nationale at Paris. But the Moroccan Government
requested WMO to assist in the training of highly qualified meteorological staff from
among the cream of Class III from the ICAO Centre. This staff would be in charge of
the various sections of the Meteorology Department of the Moroccan Government.
The professional training centre for meteorology, forming part of the Casablanca
School (ICAO project under the Special Fund) trains Class III (technical assistants)
and IV ("Agents"). The pupils are not given specialist training during their stay at
the school. They must be versed in several branches and specialization, insofar as it
is required, will come afterwards on station or in service, depending on results. In
·t;he first part of the training period ( 33 weeks, or 27 hours study per week for technical
assistants and 18 weeks, or 27 hours study per week for "Agents"), the lessons (one anda-half hours) alternate with practical periods (three hours). Outside the course hours,
a group of trainees will do four synoptic observations per day every week in turn. In
the second part of the training period (12 weeks, or 30 hours per week for technical
assistants and "Agents"), the pupils are placed, as nearly as possible, in operational
conditions. Work of high quality is the ultimate aim, and speed of execution can only
come about through intensive experience of day-to-day operati.ons. The instruction
language is French, but English lessons are given to technical assistants (Class III).
Morocco is not in favour of creating a new regional centre for professional training in
meteorology. However, if it were absolutely necessary, Morocco would support the creation of a regional centre for training Class II staff ( 11 Ingenieurs des travaux meteorologiques") and Class I ("Ingenieurs de la meteorologie").
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There ls a lack of speoi.alists (Class III and II level) in telecommunications
(R'PT), in radiosonde techniques, in radio-activity and in ozone. Consideration is also
being given to the IJC'H:Ji ble training of staff for maintenance and repair of instruments.
Nige2: (Niamey) ( 0 )
ASECNA is thinking of opening at Nlamey on 1 October 1962 (probable date) a
Civil Aviation School which vrould a.lso train Class III meteorologists. It appears that
ICAO will participate on a large scale. The instruction language will be French.
This school will duplicate the one project~d for Bamakc (see Mali) and the one
projected for Oshodi (see Nigeria). However, it should be pointed out that the tra..r1sfer
of the Dakar School to Niamey has just been decided.
At the moment there is no national school of meteorology. The "Agents" trained
on the spot, styled "Agents de la meteorologie", are of a training level below Class IV.
The higher classes are trained ai: the Dakar Meteorology School (executive staff) and at
the s-~. Cyr School (higher grades).
Nigeria (Lagos)
~here is a national school for training Class IV staff at Oshodi, near Lagos.
The instructor is a WMO expert and has two assistant instructors under him. The syllabus
includes mathematics and physics to the level required for observers, who must not
merely carry out synoptic observations, but also process them, calculate sonde heights,
plot charts and diagrams, code and decode messages. The level of instruction is thus
slightly above Class IV.

The courses recommenced in late ,January 1962 with a larger number of pupils,
about 40. So there should be three assistant instructors instead of two. 'l'he courses
finished in late April 1962 and the pupils were placed on practical training in the
national Meteorological Service.
The Oshodi Centre recently began to train, in addition, meteorologist-clerks
(Class III). The syllabus comprises mathematics, statistics, physics, general and
synoptic meteorology; the term is 38 weeks.
Since April 1962, another WMO instructor~ who was in charge of a mission at Kano,
has been training forecasters from among meteorological-assistants (Class III). CJ:'he
publication of a manual for trainee-forecasters in being contemplated.
In the second academic half" of 1962 1 refresher courses were organized for local
staff.
The Nigerian Meteorological Service has prepared a project for creating in 1963
at Lagos (Oshodi) a regional meteorology school for professional training, in English
a.nd French, of Class III and IV meteorologists. ~his project was submitted to the
Secretary-General of WMO. The projected centre could serve tropical Africa west of
meridian 25°E; indeed, this region is, to some extent, homogeneous in climate. The
centre would train specialists in aerology, agro- and hydrometeorology, weather forecasting, as well as instructors who, in their turn, would train observers and assistants
at the natior1al leveL 'l'his pro;jeot has the support of Sierra Leone and Ghana. Moreover, the Nigerian Government submitted to the Special Fund on 19 December 1961 a
project for creating, under ICAO auspices, a regional bilingual centre for training in
aeronautics (English and 1i'rench) with a view to training, among others, Class III and
II meteorologists. 'I'he Lagos Sohool is prepared to accept pupils from Sierra Leone 1
Gambia, Ghana and J"iberia.
Portugal

(Madeira, Cape Verde, Portuguese Guinea, St. Tome and Ilha do PrinoipeJ

(See Portuguese West Africa).
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Portusy.eae East Africa
(See Portuguese West Africa).
Portuguese West
A
receives
origi.n.
of one of
from one

Afrio~

candidate for entry into Class I, who already holds a degree :l.n phyeioa,
his meteorological training at the Lisbon Centre, whatever hie ter!'i to:ry of
On leaving this training centre he is assigned to the Meteorological Service
the Portuguese Territories. In the course of hi a oa:ree·r, ha may be transferred
territory to another.

Assiatant-meteorologieta (Class III) are recruited and trained locally. There
is a training centre in each Portuguese Territory in WMO Region I. In prinoiplet an
assistant will, throughout his career, remain in the same ter:dtory.
Portuguese is the language of instruction. · The African training centres are
situated in Luanda and Louren9o-Marquas.
The centres at Lisbon (meteorologists and assistants), Luanda(*) and Lourent;~o
Marques(**) (assistants) admit, in principle, French and Engl:ish-speaking oandid.a.tea
·
from non-Portugueae Territories.
Rhodea.ia. and N;yasala.l!.<! (Federation of)
Rhodesia has a national centra for training observers (Class IV).
~nda

and Burundi

A professional training centre, common to the two States, Rwanda and Burundi,
for meteorological observers and technicians (telecommunications, radiosonde operations,
•• ••• ) is currently being organized at Usumbura under WMO auspices.
The centre will be financed in part by the United Nations (instructors and
teaching materials) and is to train Class III ("aides-meteorologiates") and Class IV
(observers) staff.
rrhe centre will be able to admit a maximum of ten pupils (4 for Class III and
6 for Class IV); five additional places will be reserved for serving meteorologioal
staff who wish to receive advanced training. French will be the language of instruction.
Candidates for Class III must on recruitment have reached a level of general
education corresponding to completed secondary school, while those for Class IV must
have reached a level corresponding to the first three years of second.ary education.
The course will comprise 4 months of theory and 8 months of praotioe.
SeneEal (Dakar) (o)
The Senegal Meteorological Service does not have a school. Nor does this country
have any officially recognized a.enior meteorologists. All meteorological staff must
pass through one of two schools a Dakar (Classes IV and III) or St. Cyr (Classes I! and
I). The "Agents" may, if they have the requisite professional knowledge and qualities,
pass from Class IV to Class III, if they pass through the relevant oourses at the Dakar
Meteorology School.
The Dakar School, organized under ASECNA, has a two-fold aim I training and
advanced courses for working staff (Class IV and, approximately, Class III). The training period is eight months and the advanced course is for four months. The school
opened in October 1961 and accepted 17 pupils for 30 places offered. These 17 include

{*)
(**)

Portuguese West Afrfoa (Angola).
Portuguese East Africa (Mozambique).
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8 from the Ivor,y Coast, 4 from Dahomey, 4 from Upper Volta and 1 from Nigeria.
school, in ef:feot, functions a.a a. regional centre.

So this

The Dakar Sohool does not give radiosonde or rawinsonde ooursea. The Ouakam
aerological station oould, however, plaoe demonstration material at the disposal of thEl
sohool or, at least, suoh material could be set up in the station for the benefit of
the sohool's pupils. But the transfer of the School from Dakar to Niamey was envisaged
·and has just been decided.
The higher grades (Classes III, and particularly Classes !I and I) are trained
in France - this holds good for all Afrioan oountr.iea affiliated to ASECNA.
The Dakar University Faoulty of Soiencea does give degrees in a mathematioa 9
general and analytical meohanioa, mathematical metho~a in physioa~ thermodynamics and
physical mec}lanios, experimenta.l physics, electricity, optics, electronics, etc. The
Faoul ty of Sciences has a Meteorological Physics Institute engaged i.n research in e
radiation in relation t.o ground thermal inversion, utilization of solar energy, radioact! vi ty of air, condensation phenomena in the ground layer. Along with applied
research, such aa the various means of utilizing the sun's heat, the Institute is
engaged in work of a more theoretical nature. The recording of the three elements of
solar radiation (direct, diffuse and total) enabled the Institute to commence study of
the heat balance of the ground and of the air layer at the ground. Recordings are also
being made of the electric field in the atmosphere and of the ionization of the low
atmosphere.
The Dean of the Faoul ty of Soienoea a·~ Dakar is anxious to steer his Inati tute
towards reaearoh in tropical meteorology and the training of higher grades for Frenchspeaking African countries' Meteorological Servioea. Dakar University could offer sites,
laboratories and some of the teaching body, but an international foundation should
ass11me responsibility for some courses, instruction material and study fellowships.
Initially, the sole object is to train 4 to 6 meteorologists by promotion. The Senegal
Meteorological Servioe 1 a collaboration is assured in advance.
Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone has a national school for training Class IV staff. Instruction is
given in English. When necessary, the country's meteorological staff can be trained in
Lagos (Nigeria).
Somalia
There is no national school of meteorology. Some staff have been ·trained through
Italian bilateral aid. The Meteorological Service is relying on a WMO expert, recruited
thanks to EPTA, to improve the training of existing staff and to train future staff.
South Africa
There is at Pretoria a School for only training staff for Classes II and III.
Those in possession of a certificate of complete secondary education may be admitted.
The pupils first attend, for three semesters, oourses in mathematics, physics and meteorology J they then undergo practical trainir1g for a period of 3 to 5 semesters in a
station away from the School.
The part-time observers in Beohuanaland are trained at Mafeking. The Mafeking
School trains s'taff for Class IVe Admission is for holders of a oertif·icate ·of primary
education. The course comprises theory and practice and lasts six months.
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Class I staff can be trained at Pretoria University, whose Department of applied
mathematics provides two postgraduate courses in dynamic meteorology. It should also
be pointed out that the Departments of geography in certain South African Universities
provide courses in meteorology at the levels of Bachelor of Science and Master of
Science.
Spanish Territories of Guinea
See Portuguese West Africa.
Sudan (Khartoum)
There is a course for training Class IV meteorologists. The lessons are in
English with explanations in Arabic, when necessary. The course lasts about six months.
The Khartoum Meteorological Service has prepared a project for creation of a
Meteorology School for professional training of Class IV, III and II staff. The school's
pupils would be recruited from among young people who have completed their secondary
studies. Their general level of education would be adequate for the Class III meteorology syllabus. The mediocre would enter Class IV and the good students, Class II. The
latter should have previous training in mathematics and physics. That is why the project
provides for four years for the training of Class II meteorologists, as well as a
teacher of mathematics and a teacher of physics. Two years are laid down for training
Class III meteorologists and six months for Class IV. The school would be able to turn
out every year 6 to 8 meteorologists of Class II, 12 to 15 Class III and 15 to 20
Class IV. As well as the two .teachers mentioned above, three meteorology teachers would
be required : climatology and hydro-agrometeorology - general, dynamic and synoptic
meteorology - meteorological instruments.
Tanganyika
No information available (independence on 9 December 1961).
Tof5'o (Lome)
There is no national school of meteorology. The "Agents" instructed on the spot,
styled "agents permanents" and "aides-meteorologistes", are of a level below Class IV,
while the assistants, likewise trained on the spot, thanks to the facilities, are
definitely on a level wi"th Class IV. The highest "Agents" are the technical assistants
(Class III); the lack of staff compelled the Lome Meteorological Service to give up the
idea of training them on the spot. To strengthen its Class III and II cadres, the
Service is relying on fellowship holders who are to be trained abroad c Casablanca
(Morocco) for Class III and St. Cyr (France) for Class II. To train Class IV meteorologists for Togo, an instructor is needed who oan teach mathematics, physics and meteorology at Class IV level.
The Togo Meteorological Service favours the creation of a regional centre for
training Class III and II meteorologists in a French-speaking African country.
The Meteorological Service would like to have a training station and an inspector
to maintain, calibrate and repair the observation network's instruments •.
Tunisia
Two distinct courses are given at the El Aouina (Tunis) professional training
centre : one leading to Class III, the other to Class IV. The latter course lasts four
months, the former one year and for 12 students. These courses are given in the professional training centre for Aeronautical Meteorology, created by ICAO under the Special
Fund. Formerly, these courses were given at the training centre set up by ICAO under
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EPTA, with the assistance of an expert recruited byWMO under EPTA and a French expert
recruited under the French bilateral aid scheme. The WMO expert under EPTA will continue to ser•ve the ICAO Centre set up thanks to the Special Fund. Since French
bilateral aid stopped at the end of 1961, the French expert will probably be replaced
by an expert recruited by WMO under EPTA. Indeed, the Special Fund project for Tunisia
does not include funds for training observers (Class IV).
The El Aouina (Tunis) Centre now.has the necessary resources for training,
annually, 12 technical assistants (Class III) ann 12 "Agents techniques" (Class IV).
The establishment of a course for Class II meteorologists is being considered; currently,
this training is pr·ovided at the Ecole de St. Cyr ·(Paris).
.
The courses are open to French-speaking students from other African countries,
one-third. of the places being reserved for them. Consideration is being given to .the
organization in this centre, in·the relatively near future, of a course for training
assistant forecasters.
The El Aouina Centre is preparing correspondence courses to enable Class IV staff
to move into Class III after a year of study and a competition.
l!Ei ted Arab Republic ( Ca:Lro)
The Cairo University Faculty of Sciences gives a postgraduate course in meteorology for training Class I staff. The courses are in English and last one year. Meteorological instruction at university level is completed by practical training for several
months in the Meteorological Department of the UAR.
The UAR Meteorological Department has a professional training centre for meteorological observers (Class III). The lessons are in Arabic or English, or in both
languagesJ the course lasts four months.
IJ'oreigners are admitted to the courses both in the University and in the professional training centre of the Department. Nationals of Arab or African countries do
not have to pay for the course given at this centre.
UpEer Volt~ (Ouagadougou) ( 0 )
There :l.s no national school for meteorology. The local agents, styled "aidesmeteorologistes" are of a training level below Class IV. They can prepare for a competition for promotion to the grade immediate.ly above assistant (approximately Class IV).
The Meteorological Service allows them three to four hours a week instruction for this
purpose for a period of one year. This instruction comprises mathematics, physics and
meteorology. The higher clas.ses. are trained at the Meteorology School at Dakar
(executive staff) and at Paris (senior grades).

( 0 )

The authorities of 1 Cameroon, Congo (Brazzaville), Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Gabon,
Upper Volta, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Central African Republic 9 Senegru,
Chad - appear to feel that the problem of regional professional training .centres is
solved so far as they are concerned through the ASECNA arrangements, in which
France participates. Two French-speaking African schools for professional training
of meteorological staff - Dakar and Brazzaville - are in effect at the disposal of
ASECNA Member States. The Dakar School may soon be transferred elsewhere (Niamey,
Bamako).

ASECNA
SF
ONUC
EPTA
=

Agence
United
United
United

pour la
Nations
Nations
Nations

Securite de la Navigation aerienne,
Special Fund,
Civilian Operatio'ns in the Congo,
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance.
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SYNOPTIC TABLE OF AFRICAN CENTRES FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN METEOROLOGY
ca~·==-=•=eED=~~A======~==

COUNTRY

f'==========

F"'==g==~==============

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

I

II

III

=====..,.======
CLASS
IV

""'==="'"""== ... ==""' F=•===="'== ===..,====""'= ===c= = ==>=:;tr.===c:== === ======== ~"="" == ==

SOURCE of

assistance

credits

National

Regional

Centre

Centre

Algeria

REMARKS

Meteorology and Terrestrial
Physios Insti tu·te in ·the Faoul ty
of Sciences at Algiers (research)

British East Afrioa

National Training
School for Technical
Assistants
(Nairobil
(English

Oongo (Brazzaville)

School at
Brazzaville
(ll'rench)

Congo (Leopoldville)

School at
Binza
{French)

Ethiopia

X

·---

ASEONA

School at
ONUC (WMO)
Binza 1
2 WMO
experts at
Kamina and
Stanleyvil.l£! Bin21a
(ll'rench)
Sohool of
the Meteorological
Service,
Addis-A'oaba
{English and
Amhario)

Ghana

X

X

X

- School open to Englieh-speaking
foreign stud,ente
- Wants the national centre to be
converted into a regional
centre

School at Aoora
(English)

X

This school funo.tions in aooordanoe with particular requiremen·oe

School of
the Meteorological
Service 1

Madagascar

Project for creating a Meteorology School to train staff for
Classes IV, III and II (including
operational staff for RS/RW statione, Class III B) - (WMO-EPTA)

X

'11anana.ri ve

{French)
Mali

School of
the Meteorological
Service,
Bamako
{French)

X

Consideration ie being gi van ·to
the possible creation at Bamako
of a Civil Aeronautics School,
including a Meteorology Section

Accelerated trairJing qf observe1•s
in 1962

Mauritania
School at Casablanca
(French)

iloroooo

SI" {IOAO)
1 liMO expert
1 Sll' expert

. X*

- Consideration is being given to
the possible establishment of
advanced courses for promotion

from Class IV to Class III and
from Class III to Class II and
of a radiosonde course

- The ·Wl40 expert will 'oe recruited
under EPTA to train obeervers
ASECNA is giving consideration to
the establishment, with tCAO
participation, at Niamey of a
Civil Aviation School in October

Niger

1962

*

Centre administered by the national authorities, under ICAO
auspices, and open to French-speaking foreign students
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COUNTRY

~~~=~=============•===-===·=~=====·

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

I

II

III

OLASS
IV

r-Nigeria

School of the Meteorologioal Service
Lagos (Oahodi)
(Engliah)

Portuguese East Afrioa

Portuguese West Africa

=======··====·
SOURCE of

assia·ta.noe

oredi ts
EPTA (WMO)
2 WMO
experts

~=~•n=====~===»====

National

Regional

Centre

Centre

X

Centre at
Luanda
(Porlugueae)

X

Rhodesia and Nyaaaland,
Federation of

REMARKS
Project for creating at Lagos,
under the auspices of ICAO and
the Special Fund, a bilingual
(Engliah-Frenoh) regional oentre
for professional training, of
Class III and IV meteorological
personnel

X

Centre at
Louren9oMarques
(Portuguese)

==••===~a•~===a=~=~~~====~=========

This oetltre admits English- and
Frenoh-speaking foreign students

'Phis oentre admits English- and
Frenoh-apeaking foreign atuden·ta

National
Sohool for
Meteorolo-

X

gioal observationa
(English)
Rwanda and Thurundi

School at Usumbura
(D'renoh)

UN-WMO

Senegal

School at Dakar
(French)

ASECNA

In process of creation, under
WMO auspices

X

X

Advanced course for promotion
from Class IV to III. The planned
transfer of the School from Dakar
to Niame,v has just been decided.
Dakar University has a Meteorological Physics Institute

-

Sierra Leone

South Africa

School of
the Service
(English)
Universiw
at
Pretoria

School at Pretoria

Sudan

-~=-=-,.=~=~==~~~=~=======

School at
Mafeking

lt

Khartoum
(English
and Arabl.o)

Tunisia

United Arab Republic

X

School at Tunis
(French)
Univeraiio'
at Cairo
(English)
-='""""""'"""'":11"""'*

SF (ICAO)
1 WMO expert
1 SF expert

School of the Meteorologioal Service
Cairo
(Arabia)
a .. ""''"'"""""""'""="""'""'""==~<~"'-=""==,.==.,.=~""""""""""'=

*

Project for
logy School
for Classes
(UN Speoial

X

The WMO expert will be reorui'ted
under EP'rA to train obaervers

X*

Project for oreating,in oollaboration with Cairo University, a
Meteorological Research Institute
within the Meteorological Servioo

X
==mr.:.=""""'>l""'""""'"";n

,...,.r=.,. ••,.,l== ..

creating a Meteorofor training s·taff
IV, III and II
Fund)

==~=.,.=====

Centre administered by the national authorities, under ICAO
auspices, and open to French-a peaking foreign students •

=====D~~="'"'-""""""""=~m

.. ==ad=~====~~•==~

Annex V

CENTRES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS
AND METEOROLOGY IN AFRICA
1.
The table below lists African universities (see "World of Learning" for academic
year 1958-1959)J direct information was provided by certain African Meteorological
Services. The number of Chairs for mathematics and physics in the Faculty of Sciences
has been indicated for each university. The table shows where certificates in mathematics or physics or both can be obtained in Africa.

Number .of Chairs

Un i v e r s i t i e s

Mathematics

- University of Algiers (founded in 1879, reorganized in 1909) ••

(*)

Physics
(*)

..
-University of Alexandria (founded·in 1942) • • • • • • • •
-University of Ain Shams (Egypt, founded in 1950) • • • • • . . .
-University of Dakar (founded in 1957) • • • •
. ...
-University of Lovanium (Leopoldville, founded in 1954) •• . . .

(I)

(I)(****)

(+)

(+)

-·University of Elisabethville (of recent foundation) • • • • • •

(+)

( +)

-University of Cairo (founded in 1908, reorganized in 1925
and 1935)
f)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2

3(**)

1

1(***)

1

1

-University College of East Africa (Makerere College, Uganda,
founded in 1922, reorganized in 1950) (//) • • • • • • • • • •

l

- University College of Ibadan (Nigeria, founded in 1947) • • • •

1

-University of Nigeria (Nsukka, founded in 1960) • • • • • • • •

1

1

- University of Ife (Ibadan, founded in 1962) • • • • • • •

1

1

1

1

-University of Liberia (founded in 1862, reorganized in 1951) ••

(+)
(I)

(+)
(I)

-University College of Ghana (Accra, founded in 1948) • • • • • •

1

l

-University of Libya (Benghazi, founded in 1956) • • • • • • • •

(r)

(I)

3

5

...
- Ahmed Bello University (Zaria, founded in 1962) • • • • • . . .
- "Eoole superieure des Sciences
Tananarive (Madagascar). . . .
11

,

- Faculte des Sciences de Rabat (Morocco, founded in 1940) ••
-University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (Salisbury,
foUnded in 1955) .- • • . • . • • • • • • • o • • • • • • •
-University of' Khartoum (founded in 1956).

e

..

. ... .....

-University College of Sierra Leone Fourah Bay (founded in 1827)

(//)

1

••

1

1

1 (t)

1

University Colleges will shortly be created in Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda.

(t)
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Number of Chairs

U n i v e r a i t i e a

Mathematics

Physics

- South Africa
University of Cape Town (founded in 1873) • • • • • • • • • •

1

1

University of Natal (Durban, founded in 1909, reorganized
in 1949) ~ • • • ' • • • . • . • • . • • • • • • . • e

~

1

1

University of the Orange Free State (Bloemfontein, founded
in 1855, reorganized in 1949-1950) • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2

8

•

Potohefstroom University for Christian Higher Education
(Transvaal, founded in 1869, reorganiz~d in 1921 and 1951) •
University of Pretoria (founded in 1908, reorganized in
1930) • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • ' • • • • •

4(o)

University of South Africa (Pretoria, founded in 1873) •

1

Rhodes University (Grahamstom1, founded in 1904, reorganized
in 1951) • • . • • •

2

1

University of Stellenbosoh (founded in 1918) •••

2

2

$

.....

•••••••••••••••••••

University of the Witwatersrand (Johannesburg, founded
in 1922) e • e • o • • • ~ • • •
•
'
•
e • •.
Universi·ty College of For·t Hare • • • • • • • •

..

2.

1

...

(f)

2

4(++)
1

~·

(*)

Algiers University has a Faculty of Sciences, but the "World of Learning"
does not list the Chairs. It should be pointed out that Algiers University
has a Meteorology and Terrestrial Physics Institute, which has an observatory at •ramanrasset. This Institute does not at present provide instruction; it is solely concerned with research in seismology, gravimetry,
terrestrial magnetism, telluric currents and meteorology.

(**)

Cairo University has instituted a postgraduate meteorology course covering
one academic year. This course comprises the following t meteorological
elements, observations and instruments, physical meteorology, dynamic
meteorology, synoptic meteorology, practical meteorology, physical climatology, aeronautical meteorology and statistics.

(***)

Alexandria University has a Chair of Geophysics and a Chair of Physical
Oceanography.

(***·*)

The Faculty of Sciences at Dakar University gives degrees in 1 mathematics,
general and analytical mechanics, mathematical methods in physics, thermodynamics and physical mechanics, experimental physics, electricity, opti.cs,
electronics, etc. The Dakar Faculty of Sciences has a Meteorological
Physics Institute engaged in research in 1 radiati.on in relation to thermal
ground. inversion, utilization of solar energy, air radioactivity, condensation phenomena in the ground layer. As well as applied research - such as
the various means of utilizing solar heat - the Institute is engaged in
work of a more theoretical nature.
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The recording of the three elements in solar radiation (direct, diffuse
and total) enabled the Institute to begin studying the heat balance of the
ground and of the air layer at the ground. Work has also commenced on
recording the electric field in the atmosphere and the ionization of the
low atmosphere.
The Dean of the Faculty of Sciences at Dakar is anxious to steer his
Institute towards research in tropical meteorology and the training of
higher cadres for French-speaking Af-rican countries• Meteorological
Services. Dakar University could provide sites, laboratories and part of
the teaching body, but an international foundation should assume the
responsibility for some courses, instruction material and study fellowships. Initially, the sole object is to train 4 to 6 meteorologists
through promotion.
The Senegal Meteorological Service's collaboration
is assured in advance.

(r)

"World of Learning" does not list the Chairs in the Faculty of Sciences.

(+)

No precise information; the University of Elisabethville is in process of
creation.

( ++)

Sierra Leone
in 1962.

( 0 )

Including a Chair of Statistics.

(++)

Including a Chair of Geophysics.

(t)

Postgraduate instruction in dynamic meteorology (two courses in dynamic
meteorology are given in the Department of Applied Mathematics).

1

. in 19 6o, Chair of Physics
Chair of Mathematics created

Annex VIII

DIRECTIVES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND
DECISIONS TAKEN ON THE REPORT

The Committee discussed various ways in
distributed. As in the case of Report No. 1* 1
provisional status, but as it presented useful
distri.buted to Members of Regional Association

which this report could be most usefully
this report was considered to have a
information, it should be published and
I.

The Committee agreed to instruct the Secretary-General to

1

(a)

Send Report to Members of Regional Association I, together with the summary of
proposals made for training in Africa and possibilities of supporting them by
technical assistance (see Annex IX);

(b)

Transmit with this report a clear statement of its provisional status indicating,
in particular, that the classification scheme proposed by Professor Van Mieghem
is just one possible solution of the problem, and is not endorsed by the
Executive Committee;

(c)

Revise the annexes of the report in the light of the information received and
summarized the comments of Members;

(d)

Re-issue the amended report and the summarized comments as an "Information
Report" to Members of Regional Association I.

*

Published as Technical Note No. 50.

Annex IX

Slll!IURY OF PROPOSALS JWlE J'OR TliAilmfG IN J.FRICA AND POSSIBILITIES OF SllPlPORPING TBI!X :B! TECHNICAL .ASSISTANCE

Proposals made by the Special Consultant
of WMO (see EC-XIV/Doc. 57 and Report
of Prof. Van W.eghem)

CammeJrts ~ Regional .Association I (see Ec-XIVjlloc.
Note

1

----

{1}
1.

58,

Appendix J.)

In the absence of a decision of the hecuidve Commll.ttee
on the classification of meteorological personnel and
bearing in mind the comments and reservations made on
this subject ~ its session in .1ddis .lba.ba, the
.Association made the following oOIIIIDt>Jrts.

(2)

Network of Training Centres for Meteorology (Class I)

steps envisaged to support the
proposals by means of Technical
.Assistance (see Ec-XIV/lloo. 32,
J.ddend1l!!l 1, Annexe IV)

Proposals not
covered by
'l'eohnioal
.Assistance

(3)

(4)

I

1.1 In view of th~ creation in the near
futur.e of
Meteorological Research
Insti-tute 'Within th.e framework of the UAR
Meteorological Service, i t is proposed
that the length of the post-graduate meteorology oouree at Cairo University be
doubled, the second year being devoted
solely to seminar work and the prep&:r'l"tion of a monograph.

The delegate of the UAR explained that a :S.So. degree with honours in mathematics No suppo.rt required.
and physics is necessary for being admitted to the meteorology course at Cairo
Univarsity. The subsequent one year's training in physical and dynamic
meteoro-j
logr including meteorological statistics and other items provides a sufficient
basis for scientific work.
This is followed by several months of training in
the Meteorological Department which provides. sufficient knowledge of praot.ioal
meteorology. The taR considers this present system as sufficient and wants to
maintain it.

1.2 It is recommended that a postgraduate meteorology course be instituted Within the Meteorology and' Terrestrial
Physics Institute of Algiers University.

The deiegate o'f' France expla1ned that the Meteorology and 'l'errestrial Physics
Institute of Algiers University- is a research insti'tute at which no meteorological. training is given at present. He agTeed that i t would be a good idea to set
up courses in meteorology. .A.t present students from Algiers go to Paris to the
Univerilit,- or to the Meteorological School which provides training in. theoretical
and practical meteorology.

1.3 Advanced instruction in mathematics

Supported by the Association.

a

No support seems to be rP.quired
for the time b<>ing.

Representation to be
made to UNESCO.

and physics in Tropical M'rica should be
strengthened as quickly as possible.
WMO shoUld make urgent representations to
UNESCO.

1.4

I

.

It is SUggested that post-graduate
meteorology courses be organized Within
the Meteorological Physics Institute at
Dakar Universit;r (Senegal) • YIMO should
find the necessary funds to pay the s81moy
of, at least, a Professor of Meteorology
and for seDding fellowship holders and
instruction material to Dakar.

'l'he delegate of Senegal agreed w:l. th this proposal and informed the .Association
that the Deaa 0 f the Faculty of Science of' ~akar University would be prepared
to organize post-graduate meteorology courses.

Included in the.basic list of
regional projects in the ·EPT.l
programme for 196J-64. Information has been received that the·
Senegal Government is willing
to execute this projoct With
the help of technical assistance
and that the proj!'ct is support.,.
ed by 12 other Mrioan. Governments.

I
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(l)

(2)

1.5 We recommend strengthening physics
and mathematics instruction at the University College of East Africa (Kampala,
Uganda.); WMO should approach UNESCO.
Then, a post-graduate meteorology course
should be instituted using as a. nucleus
the climatology course a.t the Agronomy
Faculty. WMO should provide funds for
recruiting a Professor of Meteorology
and endowing the University College of
Uganda With study fellowships and instruction material.

The dehgate of British East !f'rica was not sure whether strengthening of
physics and mathematics instruction at the University College at Kampala was
really necessary. He informed the Association that shortly there will be
university colleges in all three countries, Kenya., Uganda and Tanganyika.
Such strengthening may be necessary in Kenya and Tanganyika only. On the
other hand, British East Africa, would be glad. to have a universi'Cy chnr in
meteorology.

ordo~ to obtain tha re~uired
university meteorological staff a system
of study fellowships meeting the following conditions should be established;
In order to a.ttra.ot university .students
to careers in meteorology as much as
possible, consideration should be given
to a possible system of study fellowships enabling giftqd young people to
study mathematics or physics in order
to obtain a degree in onA .of them. But,
in accepting these fellowships, the bene'ficiaries should undertake to commence
post-graduate studies in meteorology
after their degree and then, after
passing th"' final examination, to enter
their countries' meteo.rological services.

The Association noted that this type of fellowship is at present not available
under EPTA. It "elcomed the proposal 1.6 which wa.s co~idered as a. particular
req;uirP.ment for the African Region. It therefore strongly appeals to the
Executive Coro:nittee to make provision for s-q.ch f<;llowships, if not otherwise
possible, with the help of a Regular 1'11.10 Technical Assistance Programme or of
other funds ps.rticula.rly wted for this purpose in th• WI!O budget.

(4)

No re~uest rseei ved so fa:r from

government; but project has
been include8 in reserve list
of ir~O EPTA r~giona.l projects
for 1963-64. If government-'s
re~uest is received lat~r.
possible to obtain assistance
under contingency allocation in

1963.

1.6 In

2.

(3)

A few felloships may be provided

If a larger number
i:or this purpose from the i:ellow- is required othP.r
sll:ips. included under inter-region- means of financing
should bn i:ound.
al projects in 1963-64 m..!O EPT.A
programme.

Network of Regic;mal Centres for professional training in meteoroloq (Classes II end m)

I

re~uired.

2.1 As regards this network, the si tua~ion. in North-East Africa may be consider•ed satisfactory.

The delegate of the UAR informed the Assooi:.tion that the Cnro tmining oelltresfCl!
Cla.ssiDwb.ioh provides training in Arabic and English, is open to students from
other countries. 'Training for Class II does not exist in Cairo, but postgTaduate diplomas in meteoxology (Class I) can :be obtained at Cairo Umversity.

No support

~.2

The delegates of Morocco and Tunisia were unable to commit their governments
on this proposal, but promised that the two governments would jointly study the
~uestion of.a possible merger of meteorological training facilities existing
in Tunis and Casablanca..

No support required.

(a) The Association agreed that there should be four regional centres for
general meteorological training of classes !II and II in the equatorial part
of Africa, two oi: them English-, two of them French-Speaking.

Training Centres s

We. strongly recommend the merging
the North-West African centres of
Casablanca. and Tunis; the resulting sole
centre to train staff in Classes III

~f

f

Mdi!.
2.3 We propose the creation of four regional centres for training III and·II
staff - two French-speaking at Dakar a.nd
l~azzaville, and two English-speak:ing at
~airobi and Lagos,a.nd, for specialists in
'instruments and methods of observation

(b) It was emphasized that each centre should be self-contained, that means,
it should include training of specialists in instrum~nta and methodS of obse~
tion including radiosonde and redio~d tecPni~ues.

Nigeria. - prop0 sed to be established With Special Fend Assistance • Government would be
w<.-J.ling to mi.ke re~uest. to
Special. Fend.

!
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(l)
(including specialists in radiation and
station networks), and at least one regional centre for training III and II
aff at Douala. Moreover, radiosonde
d rswinsonde techniques should be
aUght at the Nairobi regional centre .

~

(2)
(o) Regarding the English-speaking centres, it was noted that three countries
offered to be the host for such centre 1 East Africa, Ethiopia and Nigeria.
It was felt that the establishment of centres in both East Africa and Ethiopta
would constitute a duplication of effort. Taking into a>count the meteorological
facilities existing in Nairobi including experience in research work and trcpical
forecasting, preference was expressed for Nairobi. Nevertheless, the offer of
Ethiopia was appreciated, and it was decided that, should due to financial or
ether difficulties the centre could not be established in Nairobi, the establishment cf a centre in Addis Ababa should be taken into concideration.
(d) The offer of the Government of Nigeria to make the necessary facilities
available for a training centre in Lagos was noted. It was also noted that
students frJm Sierra LPone and Gambia are already being trained in Lagos, and
that Ghana and .Liberia may probably send their students to Lagos in future.
Meteorological training is already being supported in Nigeria by WMO experts,
and nerl month the first course for training of r.1ass II personnel will ;,.gin.
It was therefore felt that Lagos would be a suitable place for the seeond
English-speaking centre.
(e) With regard to the French-speaking centres, it was noted that several
governments in French-speaking West Africa had recently decided to transfer
the existing meteorological school from Dakar (Senegal) to l!liamey (Jliger).
It appeared therefore the.t Niamey would be a suitable place for one of the
two French- speaking centres.

(3)

(4)

~1

-

Niamey

- No government request received for assistance;
nevertheless included in
rnserve list of regional
projects for 1963-64.

It is proposed that this
should be established with
Special Fund assistance.

-· ·T his is covered for
the present by th~ UN Congo

Leopoldvil~

assistanc~

programm~

unrlcr

which a training centre is
already functioning at
Biriza.
Douala
---

~

No government request for
assistance rC"·ceivcd.
h~s
1

however been included in
reserve list of regional
projects for 1963-64.

(f) With regard to the second ce11tre the offer was noted of the 'Government
of Congo (Leopoldville) to transform its ezisting meteorological school into
a :regional centre. In view of the fact that in Leopoldville adequate metecrologioal and geophysi~ installations as well. as boar<iing facilities for 40
students are available (for details sec III/RA I/Doc. 56), a majority of
Kembera considered that Leopoldville should be the place of the second Frenchspeaking centre particularly since hereby a duplication of United Nations aid
would be avoided.
(g) With regard to the propcaed centre for specialized training in instruments
and methods of obaervat1ona, it was noted that in Doua1a buildings are available
to serve as class-rooms for the students, and that it is planned tc open a
calibration laboratory shortly. It was agreed that it would be useful to have,
in addition to the two general training centres mentioned in (e) and (f) above,
a specialized regional training centra in Douala.

2,4 Each regional centre should organize
refresher and advanced courses.

Supported by the Association. It was also not"d that on" country has introduced
refresher courses by correspondence for the benefit of staff serving at remote
stations.

These could be organized in the centres
supported by EPTA
Special Fund.

2.5 It falls to WMO to find monP.y for
granting study fellowships to the cream
f Class IV (or III) so that they may
ttend courses at regional centres with
view to promotion to Cl ass III (or n) •

Supported by the Association.

Some fellowships can be financed under
EPTA country progrsmn" ar undnr intP.:.regional project included in basic
list.

~

or

1

For finsnc~n g
larger num!>er
of fellowships
other pcssiblr.
means should
be found.
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(l)
2.6 It would not be advisable to
create a bi-lingual regional centre
in Tropical Africa.
3.

(3)

(2)
It-was noted that a few countries favour bi-lingual centres.
the Association agreed to recommandation 2.6.

Nevertheless

Nothing required.

Network of National Centres for professional training in meteo:rolog (Class IV)

In principle, each national meteoro:logic~l service should organize a
centre for training observers; WMO
ishould gi~ the requisite fin~~cial
assistance tn national meteorological
services.

I

(4)

------

1

The Association agrees that, in principle, training of Class IV personnel
should be givon on the country level. It v.'ishes to emphasiz<>, howevur, that
there is no objection against bilatPral agreements according to which countries
who are unable to establish their own training courses even for Class IV personnel, may send these personnel for training to· another country. It was
noted that such agreements presently exist between several African States.

In each case a request of the

~or great~r

government is requir~d for
providing such assistanc~ und~r

l':nOE', other means of,
ji inancing should be

EPTA.

The _official Government
for the 1963-64 pro-

rcqu~sts

assist-

round.

gramme have not yet been receiv-

ed. Thor<OforP., it is not ynt
known how many oountrins have
included such.prcjccts in their
technical assistance programmes.
In addition, it may ~ possible to'
provide assistance to a VPry limited extent using thr: eXpert includ-·
ed undrr the traini.ng advisory pror
jeot in the· basic regional list
for 1963-64.
I
I

4•

Basic education required for recruitment and professional training of

met~orclo~cal

4,1 The requisite education level for
recruits-was somewhat lowered but, in
compensation, the courses were lenfthened
in order toeenable training centres to
fill the gaps in their pupils' general
education.

The Association agrees, in principle, with this proposal. Certain African
countries have included in their meteorological training courses further instruction in mathematics and physics in order to compensate for the lack of
secondary education in theSP. subjects. The majority views cri eonditions'for
transfer of metoorologioal personnel to a higher class are expressed in
Recommendation 12.2/I.

4·2 WMO should approach UNESCO with a

Supported by the Association.

view to the Sdaptation by African schools
of various levels of their syllabi to the
requiremnnts for entry into national meteorological services and the inclusion
of meteorology in science syllabi.

I

staff in Africa
Nothing required.

I
UNESCO should be
approached.

Annex X

COMMENTS BY MEMBERS OF REGIONAL ASSOCIATION I (AFRICA)

In Circular Letter No. 9·774/S/TR of 25 ·July 1962 Members of Regional Association I (Africa) were requested to send their comments on the Report and any amendments
to the annexes to the Report in respect of their countries. By 14 December 1962 twenty
Members had replied to the circular.
The various comments of these Members and the informations which they sent to
the WMO Secretariat have been embodied in the Report and in Annexes I, II, III and V,
except for the following observations t
One Member considers that, in view of the serious gaps in general education,
it would not be useful to lengthen the period of professsional training in
meteorology;
Two Members are against the proposed (paragraph 5.1) reduction in standards.
A third Member considers that candidates should, on recruitment, have at least
completed their secondary education;
One Member feels that an observer should, on recruitment, have received a
basic education corresponding to the first three years of secondary education;
One Member holds that the standards proposed in paragraph 5.1 are inadequate
for Classes III and IV;
One Member maintains that the courses (theoretical studies and practical work)
laid down in paragraph 5.3 are too short. On the other hand, another Member
thinks they are too long;
In view of the very limited number of candidates with adequate scientific
training, African Meteorological Services are obliged to recruit staff whose
qualifications are below those normally required . One Member therefore
suggests that the courses, which should include mathematics and physics, be
lengthened so as to fill the gaps in recruits' education;
One Member is against the hierarchy of four classes and proposes that Class II
be abolished and that Classes III and IV be merged into one at the level of
Class III;
Finally, one Member considers that steps shou l d be taken in Africa to increase
the number of young "licencies" or, alternatively, to include meteorology in
the courses leading to the "licence". Consequently, for the time being, Class
II staff will be essential. Moreover, the situation cannot be considered
entirely satisfactory - in North East Africa, to quote one example - so long
as Class II staff cannot be trained everywhere in that part of Africa .

Uccle, 15 January 1963 .

